Jan Henderikse New York Miami Signed
press release henderikse - francescapola - jan henderikse (delft, the netherlands, 1937) lives and works in
brooklyn, new york and antwerp, belgium. in 1959, he in 1959, he started developing a highly distinctive visual
language, focusing on assemblages, readymade and installations. a film by sherman de jesus - international
artist jan henderikse is an exponent of contemporary art, who in a sense takes the strategies of warhol and
duchamp further and applies them in our banal little reality. starting with its conception in new york city the
film narrates the birth of nite lite , a huge work of art by jan henderikse bio en - levy-galerie - jan
henderikse is an international successfully established informel-, object- and photo-artist. being cofounder of
the dutch artists’ group nul (1961-1965), a zero in new york - speronewestwater - adolf luther, works by a
dutch group of artists, henk peeters, jan schoonhoven, armando and jan henderikse, who cam together in
1960 under the name “nul”, in addition to work by another dutch artist herman de vries. zero + pr whiteboxnyc - intriguing participants, not least jan henderikse, long-based in new york, whose impressive
wall of milk crates blocking the entrance is an immediate statement of resistance if not refusal at the opening
of the exhibition, a promise that on galleriesnow this fall - anthony harford · andy harper · christian haub ·
hugh hayden · lothar hempel · jan henderikse · carmen herrera · gregor hildebrandt · sadaharu horio · peter
howson shara hughes · gary hume · jacqueline humphries · pierre huyghe · robert irwin nul = 0 - zero
foundation - artists armando, jan henderikse, henk peeters and jan schoonhoven formed the core of this
group, which felt a kinship with the international zero movement that had started in düsseldorf. they shared a
search for a new objectivity in art. the dutch artists had previously exhibited as a collec-tive since 1958 under
the name dutch informal group and found in one another a common dedi-cation to ... drawings dating from
the 1970s/90s and intended to make a ... - new acquisitions of essentially small-format works by jan
henderikse, henk peeters, martial raysse, jesus rafael soto, jean tinguely and jef verheyen in particular,
explicitly not intended for museums, give us a sense of the historic spirit. 351 domein 107 the dutch and
belgian zero englishc) - jan henderikse is probably the most realistic artist of the nul-group. mostly his
affiliation mostly his affiliation lies with the french “le nouveau réalisme” and its artists, like arman and daniel
spoerri. 537 west 20th street, 2nd floor january 9 - february 14 ... - jan schoonhoven t71-1, 1971 ink
and pencil on paper 19 3/4 x 12 7/8 inches 50.2 x 32.7 cm 22 x 15 x 1 3/8 inches (framed) 55.9 x 38.1 x 3.5
cm the museum of modern art, new york. guggenheim museum presents zero: countdown to tomorrow
... - guggenheim museum presents zero: countdown to tomorrow, 1950s–60s, the first large-scale survey in a
united states museum dedicated to the history of the experimental german artists’ group zero (1957–66) and
zero, an international network of artists that shared the group’s aspiration to serielle formationen.
frankfurt 1967 - daimler art collection - serielle formationen. frankfurt 1967 re-staging of the first german
exhibition of international tendencies in minimalism curator 2017: renate wiehager tijs visser the nul group
was a collective of dutch ... - between 1961 and 1966. artists armando, jan henderikse, jan schoonhoven
and henk peeters formed the core of this group, which felt a kinship with the international zero movement that
had started in düsseldorf. they shared a quest for a new objectivity in art. the dutch artists had previously
exhibited as a collective since 1958, under the name dutch informal group, and found in one another a ...
sperone westwater 257 bowery new york 10002 t + 1 212 999 ... - sperone westwater 257 bowery new
york 10002 t + 1 212 999 7337 f + 1 212 999 7338 speronewestwater . brooks, blair asbury. “how the zero
group became one of art history’s most viral movements.” peter freeman, inc. 560 broadw ay #602 / 603
new york new ... - van bohemen, jan henderikse, and henk peeters, the group’s quest for objectivity was a
decisive shift from the spontaneity and subjectivity the previous generation sought to visualize. in 1960
schoonhoven co-founded nul, again with armando, jan hendrikse, and henk peeters.
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